
How Socotra’s insurance core platform can help you grow your business by accelerating 
product development, reducing maintenance costs, and improving customer experiences.

Socotra vs Legacy Systems

SocotraLegacy

Still needs to be built
Building a product requires customization that can take years, 

and an upfront financial investment—without first knowing if the 
technology can solve your problem.

PRODUCT

Coherent
With Socotra, you only need to configure an insurance product 
once. The data elements automatically map across every 
module (policy, claims, billing, reporting), saving you time.

PLATFORM

DATA
MODEL

Flexible
A flexible data model enables you to develop a product that is 
agnostic to geography, line of business, and distribution channel.

HOSTING
On-prem

Requires significant hardware installation and maintenance 
costs, plus lengthy lead times to upgrade software. Fixed 

capacity limits scalability.

Cloud-native
Socotra is natively architected in the cloud which means there’s 
nothing to install and nothing to upgrade, and the solution scales 
automatically.

UPGRADES
Continuous and non-disruptive
Our platform is always improving with zero downtime, and since 
every customer is on the same version, a feature for one is 
instantly a feature for all.

APIs
Private and outdated

External APIs have to be built from scratch and you are 
constrained to a vendor’s UI.

Public and RESTful
Our open APIs seamlessly integrate with external services and your choice of UI. 
Check them out at docs.socotra.com

DOCUMENTATION
Proprietary and closed

Documentation is private and specifically built for 
a single project.

Open and transparent
Our documentation is readily available 
(docs.socotra.com), so any user can immediately 
configure, extend, or integrate Socotra.

Sporadic and disruptive
Since upgrades are irregular, scheduled, and require 

downtime, they can take months!

Siloed
An insurance product needs to be configured multiple times 

and mapped between modules. This wastes time!

Rigid
A proprietary data model limits you to a specific product, 

geography, and distribution channel.

Ready, out of the box
Socotra is the only insurance core that offers instant access so 
you can start seeing the value of our platform on day one.

https://docs.socotra.com/production/index.html
https://docs.socotra.com/production/index.html


IMPLEMENTATION 
TEAM

No choice
Need to use internal and proprietary resources who have limited 

knowledge of implementing today’s technology.

Your choice
Whether it’s Socotra’s Deployment Team, your own IT team, or a 
system implementation partner, you can choose the engineering 
resources to get up and running.

TALENT
Any software engineer
We use developer-friendly technologies that appeal to new talent 
coming into the industry to configure, deploy, and integrate Socotra.

INTER-
NATIONALIZATION

DISTRIBUTION
CHANNEL

Single-channel
Forced to choose a single distribution channel that limits how your 

customers engage with your product.

Omni-channel
Socotra empowers you to use multiple distribution channels, 
simultaneously, for a seamless customer experience.

SPEED TO
MARKET

Rapid
Product development is reduced from years to months, and product 
changes can be deployed in seconds.

BUYING
PROCESS

Buy before you try
There’s no chance to try out the platform before investing. 

Instead, sales consultants sell you on a solution that hasn’t been 
built yet.

Ready to learn more?
Visit socotra.com to request a demo  
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FREE

SocotraLegacy

Socotra vs Legacy Systems

All regions
Socotra natively supports multiple currencies, out of the box, and can 
be deployed to any region of the world.

Try before you buy
Because Socotra is a true product, we provide a free 30-day evaluation 
license to our core system allowing you to make an informed buying 
decision without upfront costs.

Shrinking talent pool
The number of experts who maintain legacy hardware and 

outdated languages is dwindling. Training new talent for old tech is 
expensive.

Single region
Products are built for a specific currency and region. Adapting them 

for other locations is time-consuming, and may require an entire 
re-write.

Sluggish
Significant time and money are invested to build a product with 

proprietary systems and yesterday’s technology.

https://www.socotra.com/request-demo/



